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AT-AT™ minifig size

Hispabrick Magazine: When did you begin with it?

Sigpro: I began with the Project in November 2007 
and I finished it in March 2009.

HM: Where did you get your inspiration for the model?

S: I took my inspiration from the original LEGO® 
model 4483 and also other models built by others 
AFOLS. I also took information from many layouts I 
found in Internet, about cargo capacity and scales.

HM: Is there any special feature in your model?.

S: This model is not 100% exactly as it appears in the 
film or in many Star Wars™ books. For example:

-more soldiers can be carried.

-there is a third deck is inside, that does not appear in 
SW books.

-the energy generators are not inside the AT AT™ hull.

-the weapons array is different. My AT AT is fitted with 
4 grenade launchers.

The model tries to be as realistic as possible, and the 
proportions have been kept for virtually all the different 
measures of the vehicle. I built it starting with the 
cockpit, inside of wich I wanted to have 4 minifigs 
inside. I also built it in order to reproduce the famous 
shot of General Veers ordering the Snowtrooper to 
attack Echo Base.

Other details are the playable neck, the cockpit hatch, 
the emergency hatches, lights, I've tried to make it  as 
realistic as possible thinking about what a military 
vehicle looks like.

HM: What are its dimensions?

S: Its dimensions are 56 cms in height and the weight 
is 4 kilograms. If we did an approximate measure of its 
“real” height, it would be 24 meters high. This size is 
calculated using a stormtrooper with a height of 185 
cm.
The number of pieces could be about 2000 –but I´m 
not exactly sure.
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HB: How many minifigs are there in the AT-AT™?

S: The AT AT™ carries 52 minifigs:

-42 stormtroopers

-4 AT AT drivers, with different tasks.

-5 scout troopers

-1 General Veers

The AT AT also carries 5 speeder bikes, as 
menstioned in the AT-At specifications on many 
websites, weapons for each minifig, 8 bazookas, 3 
cannons similar to those on set 7666 and fire 
extinguishers.

Well, you want the pics and that is what I bring for you. 
Enjoy everything.■


